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Author: Authoring Activities in
WISEflow
Introduction
The author-role has access to a bunch of different tools:
Overview – The overview page allows the author to see the flows that he/she has been associated with
and add published activities to these flows.
Published activities – The Published activities page shows all activities that has been published by the
author and shared with the author by other authors of the license.
Activity bank - The activity bank holds all the authors activities that he/she has created.
Activity – An activity can be either interactive or static.
•
•

An interactive activity can have a number of interactive pages containing some questions each.
A static activity can have static content (PDF’s etc.) which will be handed out as an assignment.

Content bank – The content bank holds all the authors interactive or static content.
Page – A page can be either interactive or static.
•
•

An interactive page can hold a number of questions (made using the question editor).
A static page contains a single piece of static content.

Questions and the question editor – A question contains a single question, which can be of several
different types. These are edited and created using the question editor.

Question editor
The question editor can be accessed in multiple ways either directly from the content bank or when
adding questions to pages when editing an activity. How to access the question editor is shown in the
“Adding new questions…”-sections below.
First you select the desired question type, for instance Multiple Choice. Then you select the variation of
the question type that best suits your needs. Then you click “Create question”:

Now you have entered the final editing phase of creating a new question. On the left hand side of the
screen you have various parameters of the question that you can adjust. The adjustments you make are
reflected in the preview screen on the right
1.
2.
3.
4.

Under Settings you first compose your question for the participant to answer.
Then you provide the answers, or responses, available to the participant
and determine which one is correct and how many points it awards
The participant can select more than one response if this is required, if you allow "multiple
responses".
5. You can also shuffle the responses automatically
6. In the upper right corner, the amount of points awarded for your response in the preview is
displayed

If you click the "More options" link you get a menu that includes additional settings which are not critical
to the question but allow you to fine-tune the functionality.
1. If you enable "Show check answer button", the participant can check if their answer is correct a
set amount of times before moving on to the next question (1 & 2).
7. You can add a penalty score for incorrect answers to a question (does not count feedback
attempts)
8. If the question includes mathematical formulas, this function must be enabled
9. The layout settings have to do with the visual presentation of the question setup
Under Details you find "stimulus in review" which is a text that replaces the original question
composition when the questions are reviewed after completing the test. Here you can explain the
correct answer and the underlying reasoning.

The question is now complete and you can create it by pressing the button in the upper right corner. It
will now be visible in the content bank.

Different types of questions
Multiple Choice: Classic multiple-choice question where the participant answers one or more questions
by marking one or more available responses provided.
Fill in the Blanks: Participant selects a response to a question by drag-and-drop, by selecting it from a
drop-down menu, or by typing it in the field.
Written and Spoken: A text box or audio recorder. In the text boxes, the participant can answer a
question by typing a longer response to an open question and with the audio recorder it can be done
aurally.
Classify, Match, Order: The Participant must arrange, sort and match a set of responses according to
each other or a preset set of categories or lists.
Math: These types of questions support mathematical formulas and are suited for math/chemistry and
other questions where special characters, numbers and formulas are needed.
Graphing: These questions include number lines where participants select a number of responses and
place them correctly according to the line, and graphing tools where participants can draw lines, curves
and other shapes on a graph.
Charts: In this type of question, the participant can create and edit different types of charts and
diagrams to answer a given question.

Highlights: Participants mark an area of an image, or point out words, sentences or letters in a text in
order to answer the question.

Overview
The overview presents a list of all the active flows on which you are associated author. These are flows
created by other users with the manager-role and the associated author can add published activities to
these. You can add and edit content to a flow by clicking the pencil.

Now you are presented with a screen presenting the information of the selected flow on which you are
assigned author and the list of published activities that you can add. By clicking the green arrow, you
add the activity to the flow. The participants will be presented with this activity when they access the
flow. The activity therefore takes the role of the exam assignment for the flow, allowing you to be the
author of assignments to flows that you are not administrating.

Note that the author can only add interactive activities to flows of the type FLOWmulti.

Activity Bank
From the activity bank you can view and edit the details of all your activities. You can edit the title and
description of the activity as well as add tags to quickly recognize it and its contents in the future.

Adding new activity to your activity bank
To create a new activity, simply click the "Create new activity" button in the Activity Bank:

Enter the title and description of the activity and decide between static or interactive. Press "Create".

The Activity is now listed in your activity bank where you can edit it by pressing the pencil-icon on the
right of the activity.
Interactive activity

Static activity

Adding static content to a static activity
You can add static content by 1) uploading it directly to the activity or 2) from the content bank.

Adding new questions to an interactive activity
You can add one or more questions to the interactive activity by pressing the "add" button under
"Activity Editor".
“New page with question” will add a new page to the activity and open up the Question editor for the
first question to be in this interactive page.

But you can also add from the content bank with “From content bank”

Publishing and sharing activities
When you have finished creating your activity, you must click "Create public version" before you or
anybody else can add the activity to a flow.

This will mean that your activity will show up in the Published activities. Read more about the published
activities in the Published activities section.
You can also export or import activities as a .json file.

Content bank
The content bank displays all your interactive pages and static content which you can use to create
activities.

Adding new pages to your content bank
You can create new pages and upload content by clicking “Add”. This allows you to choose between
making an 1) interactive page, which will open the Question editor or 2) uploading static content.

You are also able to import and export content to and from .json files.

You can preview (click

) and edit (click

) each existing activity.

Sharing you pages from the content bank
Pages can be share with other authors as well. This can be done by either sharing it with individual
authors or all authors.

Published activities
All published activities will be shown under Published activities. Here you’ll also see activities that have
been shared with you by other authors.
You also have the ability to share your activities with all users on the license or specific users.

The icon next to an activity will show who has shared the activity with you.

